
 
 
 

Girl Scouts Western Oklahoma 
Universal STEM Activities 

 
General STEM Activities for any and all times 
The following do not come in a kit. These are universal activities in which can be instructed during 
group workshops, events, or multilevel occurrences. A detailed curriculum outline can be provided 
upon request. Next to the title of the activity is the recommended age level. Please contact Sara 
Wilkins, STEM Coordinator, for any further questions or concerns. 
 
Catapults 
Level: Daisy - Ambassador 
Girls will explore basic physics concepts and the engineering process by designing and building a 
catapult. They will experiment with different designs with the goal of launching projectiles farther than 
before.  
 
Radioactive Golf Balls 
Level: Junior - Ambassador 
In this activity the girls are challenged with moving radioactive golf balls from one storage container to 
another in the shortest amount of time possible. The objective of this challenge is to work in teams to 
solve a problem and to work within a very tight deadline. 
 
Balloon Powered Cars  
Level: Junior - Ambassador 
In this activity the challenge will be to construct racing cars from Styrofoam food trays and power 
them with the thrust of an inflated balloon. 
 
Science of Sound 
Level: Daisy - Ambassador 
Girls will explore sound by creating their own craft stick harmonic and pan flute. Girls will experiment 
with pitch by adjusting their musical instruments. Can be used to supplement the EPSCoR 
“Symphony of Noise” Cadette level STEM kit.  
 
Rainbow Paper 
Level: Daisy - Ambassador 
Ever wonder why you see rainbow colors on soap bubbles or oil slicks? It’s because of a 
phenomenon called thin-film interference. Girls will be able to create their very own rainbows on 
pieces of paper to illustrate the concepts of reflection and refraction. Can be used to supplement the 
EPSCoR “Making Rainbows” STEM kit.  
 
Dry Ice Root Beer 
Level: Junior - Ambassador 
Girls will explore the concepts of sublimation, the three states of matter, and conversions by making 
their own root beer. 
 
 



Magnetic Slime 
Level: Brownie - Ambassador 
Girls will explore the concepts of magnetism, adhesion, and cohesion by creating slime with magnetic 
properties. Once the slime is completed, it will be attracted to strong neodymium magnets.  
 
Banana DNA Extraction  
Level: Cadette - Ambassador 
Girls will explore the basics of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) by extracting DNA from a banana.  
 
Teamwork Towers 
The girls are going to learn about teamwork and how to resolve conflict. The girls are going to build 
the tallest structure they can out of pipe cleaners working as a team. Obstacles will be presented and 
conflict will arise. This is a good opportunity to remind and teach the girls about the tenets in the Girl 
Scout Law. 
 
Museum Statue Stands 
In this activity the girls have been hired by a museum to build a stand that will allow their prized GS 
Teddy Bear statue to be seen by all those who attend the museum. Their goal is to build the tallest 
statue stand they can out of 50 index cards that can support the weight of the teddy bear. 


